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Introduction

Michael Stewart, who served as Harold Wilson’s foreign secretary for nearly four years in the 1960s, later said that Vietnam “was to prove the most difficult and the most agonizing of all the problems I had to face.”1 Vietnam was also an agonizing issue for the British Labour Party, causing the left wing of the party to become profoundly disillusioned with the Wilson governments. Whereas Wilson and other Labour leaders saw Vietnam within the context of the Cold War, many rank-and-file party members saw Vietnam largely as a war of national liberation.

Surprisingly little has been written about Wilson’s efforts to cope with conflicting domestic and international pressures on Britain over its support for the United States in Vietnam. Historical accounts of the British governments from 1964 to 1970, including many of the biographies, autobiographies, and memoirs, focus on the supposed existence of deals or implicit agreements between Lyndon Johnson and Harold Wilson over foreign relations and economic policy, particularly U.S. support for sterling in return for British support for U.S. actions in Vietnam.2 A growing body of excellent work focuses on what Vietnam meant for Anglo-American economic and political relations or on Wilson’s diplomatic missions.3 Although many of these

studies draw on a vast quantity of government records, none of them really considers the impact of Wilson’s support for U.S. policy in Vietnam on intra-Labour Party dynamics. Conversely, the ever-expanding literature on the Labour Party says remarkably little about Vietnam. Left-wing accounts simply see Vietnam in terms of Wilson’s alleged betrayal of the Labour Party that spawned the bitter internal rifts of the 1970s. U.S. accounts of the war pay little attention to the role of the British. George C. Herring has rightly pointed out that “the international aspects of the war have not been given the attention they deserve.” Fredrik Logevall’s superb book Choosing War goes a long way toward rectifying this problem by providing accounts of Johnson’s response to the British position that draw on British as well as American archives. However, Logevall argues that Wilson quietly opposed escalation because British officials had concluded that the war was not winnable through military means and that negotiations were the best solution.


5. For example, Peter Shore, Leading the Left (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1993), p. 95.


tends that after Wilson visited Washington in December 1964, he “had grown more concerned about the deepening politico-military deterioration in South Vietnam and the seeming proclivity of Lyndon Johnson to expand the fighting.” My argument is that this shift occurred not because Wilson was morally opposed to the war or thought the United States could not win, but because he was concerned about the impact of the war on his own power base in the Labour Party.

Wilson’s policy on Vietnam must be understood not only within the context of Anglo-American relations but also in terms of his handling of pressures from within his own government and political party. This article therefore draws on personal papers and the Labour Party archive as well as British and U.S. government records. The article begins by outlining Britain’s position on the conflict in Vietnam and the policy adopted by the incoming Wilson government. The article then assesses the government’s and the Labour Party’s attitudes toward the Vietnam War. Vietnam galvanized left-wing opposition to Wilson’s pro-American stance, causing anger and disillusionment among Labour Party members and activists, who were never at ease with the government’s stance of moral support for the United States. At the Labour Party’s annual conferences in 1966 and 1967, the members voted to reject the government’s policy on the Vietnam War—the first time that an annual conference of the party had renounced its own government’s policy. This rebuff not only highlighted the problems of internal party democracy but also conspicuously demonstrated the deep divisions within the party over Vietnam.

The conflicting pressures on Wilson from within his own domestic base and from the United States are evident throughout this article, which shows that Wilson’s attempts to broker a peace deal between the combatants were largely designed to placate the Labour Party while highlighting Wilson’s profile as a world statesman—a strategy that brings to mind Robert Putnam’s conception of diplomacy as a two-level game. Although the Vietnam War spurred the left to charge that Wilson had betrayed the party, he actually was fairly successful in managing British policy on the war. He kept Britain out of the fighting but maintained the country’s “special relationship” with the United States. Wilson’s ability to hold together a party that was deeply divided on foreign policy, especially as Vietnam came to a head, while retaining Britain’s relationship with the United States has been generally overlooked in the existing literature.
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Britain and the Vietnam War

The Labour Party gained power in October 1964 with only a four-seat majority, but members from the left wing of the party had high expectations of what could be achieved by a government headed by Harold Wilson, who traditionally had been seen as a leftist. As in 1945, many expected that Labour would implement a foreign policy radically different from the traditional course pursued by the Conservatives. This “socialist” foreign policy, the leftists hoped, would be anti-imperialist, internationalist, and based on universal norms. Labour’s 1964 election manifesto had promised “an end to colonialism,” vigorous efforts to relax Cold War tensions, the introduction of new initiatives on disarmament, and leadership at “the United Nations [as] the chosen instrument by which the world can move away from the anarchy of power politics towards the creation of a genuine world community and the rule of law.”

One immediate issue on which Labour Party members wanted a shift away from previous Conservative policy was the conflict in Vietnam. On 7 August 1964, after the Gulf of Tonkin incident, the U.S. Congress authorized President Johnson to undertake military action against North Vietnam, setting the stage for a major escalation of the war and of U.S. involvement. British support for U.S. military action was an important aspect of the “special relationship,” and the United States wanted Britain to provide troops for Vietnam. The Conservative government had publicly supported U.S. involvement in Vietnam, arguing that U.S. action was purely defensive. Harold Macmillan had sent a five-man British Advisory Mission, headed by Sir Robert Thompson, to Saigon in 1961 to advise the South Vietnamese government on the use of police and paramilitary forces against Communist guerrillas, based on the lessons of Britain’s own counterinsurgency activities in Malaya. British officials, however, also felt that they had a special role to play in urging a peaceful resolution of the conflict.


14. Interestingly, Secretary of State Dean Rusk’s special assistant for Vietnam, William Sullivan, complained on 24 June 1964 that the delegation had not been fully used over the past three years because it had not been given proper access to the U.S. mission in Vietnam. See U.S. Department of State, Foreign Relations of the United States, 1964–1968, Vol. 1 (Vietnam 1964), p. 526 (hereinafter referred to as FRUS, with appropriate year and volume numbers).
had been the two co-chairs of the Geneva Conference of 1954 that had led to peace settlements for French Indochina, the withdrawal of French colonial forces from Vietnam, and the establishment of the ceasefire line between North and South Vietnam along the 17th parallel.¹⁵ Both Britain and the Soviet Union had an ongoing monitoring role aimed at promoting elections in the North and South if conditions became possible. This meant that any British government would feel an obligation to uphold the Geneva settlement and urge a peaceful resolution. Both the outgoing Conservative government and the incoming Labour government were also concerned that any escalation of military action in Vietnam might prompt either the Soviet Union or China to come to the aid of the North Vietnamese, transforming a regional problem into a direct Cold War confrontation. Thus, the future direction for British policy on Vietnam was not at all clear-cut when Wilson took office.

The election of the Labour government further complicated Britain’s reaction to U.S. requests on Vietnam. In the 1950s Wilson had been a harsh critic of U.S. foreign policy, especially in Southeast Asia. During the 1954 Geneva Conferences on Indochina, he had argued that “we must not join with nor in any way encourage the anti-Communist crusade in Asia” and that “a settlement in Asia is imperiled by the lunatic fringe in the American Senate who want a holy crusade against Communism.”¹⁶ Labour Party activists were expecting the new prime minister to criticize U.S. action in Vietnam, but they failed to realize that Wilson had softened his position by 1964. As Paul Foot noted, “only by the odd question or emphasis did Wilson suggest that Labour took a different view of the Vietnam War from that of the Tories.”¹⁷ In the House of Commons, Wilson had been making non-controversial statements about Vietnam, for instance when he asked Prime Minister Sir Alec Douglas-Home to “make it quite clear . . . that he would not support any extension of the war into North Vietnam.”¹⁸ Because this was already British policy, Wilson was not signaling any change. The Labour Party’s Overseas Department, in outlining the party’s stance on Vietnam in August 1964, said that “no British Government, Labour or Conservative, could ignore the effect that a total communist victory in Indo-China might have on the security of
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Malaysia—and ultimately of India.”19 This formulation also was in line with the Conservative government’s position. In addition, the Labour Party leadership had no desire to alienate the United States shortly before a general election. Patrick Gordon Walker, Labour’s shadow foreign office spokesman, had recently published an article in the U.S. journal Foreign Affairs stating that “the prime concern of a Labor [sic] Government would be the maintenance of the Western Alliance and, above all, Britain’s close relationship with the United States.”20 Members of the shadow cabinet had also made a number of trips to the United States in the run-up to the general election in order to establish a good working relationship with their American counterparts.

At lower levels of the Labour Party, however, many were eager for a new foreign policy that would reject the power politics of the previous Conservative government and emphasize the need to ease Cold War tensions. The party had always had a pacifist wing, including some who were, for want of a better term, “fellow travelers” of the Communist states. Wilson therefore had to hold together a party and a government riven by discordant views on foreign policy. According to Tom McNally, the Labour Party’s International Secretary at this time, Wilson’s skill in holding the party and government together as Vietnam came to a head has often been underestimated.21 Many on the left of the Labour Party saw Vietnam largely as a war of national liberation, whereas most of the party leaders regarded it as part of the global struggle against Communism. Michael Stewart privately wrote that although the United States had “made errors of judgement” over Vietnam, Britain “must not lose sight of the great issue of human liberty.”22 Leftists in the party wanted to place less emphasis on the “special relationship” with the United States, whereas party leaders viewed the Anglo-American relationship as the bedrock of British foreign and security policy and were generally reluctant to criticize the United States in the lead-up to the November 1964 presidential election. This situation was especially tricky because Johnson was set to increase his demands for British involvement in Vietnam, suggesting that the extant policy of support for U.S. defensive action was no longer sufficient.

Johnson sought not only public support from Britain but also the deployment of British troops to confer legitimacy on U.S. actions. This issue, ac-
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according to the British ambassador in Washington, Tom McNally, “acquired an almost dramatic importance when the President began to reflect seriously upon the potential consequences of Britain drifting seriously out of line.” In particular, “it is extremely important from the point of view of American standing with world opinion that the leading socialist-governed country in the world should support their objectives in South East Asia.” McNally stressed that this was also important for domestic public opinion because “American public opinion still [had] a latent sense of guilt which it [was] much easier to allay when the Administration [could] point to the moral and physical support of other countries for what the U.S. [was] trying to do in Vietnam.”

Support for U.S. policy in Vietnam became a major focus of discussion during Wilson's first trip to Washington as prime minister in December 1964 when U.S. officials directly asked both him and Foreign Secretary Gordon Walker for a British commitment to the U.S. war effort. Johnson even took Wilson for a walk in the Rose Garden and “pressed him to send the Black Watch to Vietnam; even a few pipers would be better than nothing.” Wilson apparently did not respond. Foreign Secretary Walker was more up front, telling U.S. Secretary of State Dean Rusk that the United Kingdom already had troops in Malaysia, a former British colony under attack from Indonesia, that were comparable in number to the U.S. presence in Vietnam, and “he was emphatic that the United Kingdom could not have troops on the ground in Vietnam.” But he added that Britain was ready to help in other ways that could be made public and would amount to an increased commitment, including the training of more men in jungle warfare, the dispatch of more police advisers to Saigon, and greater cooperation in the medical field.

Wilson deemed the meeting a success and sent a message to his colleagues at home reassuring them that “we have not accepted any new commitment as regards South Viet Nam.” This first meeting set the pattern for subsequent transatlantic diplomacy, as Wilson parried subsequent requests for troops by reminding Johnson of Britain's deployment of 54,000 troops in Malaysia. Wilson's other stock response was that sending troops “would not have been compatible with Brit-
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tain’s position as co-chairman” of the Geneva accords. He also frequently reminded Johnson of the problems of managing a Labour government if he were to make an immensely unpopular decision to send British troops to Vietnam. Johnson was “outraged by Wilson’s steadfast refusal” and said privately that he had made it clear to Wilson at their December 1964 meeting that “the only effective contribution Britain could make to the war effort would be soldiers on the ground.” Johnson dismissed as a “fig leaf” Wilson’s argument that Britain could not send troops without jeopardizing its role as the co-chair of the Geneva accords.

Wilson’s opposition to the sending of troops was not spurred by ethical concerns. He confided to Jack Jones, the leader of Britain’s largest and most powerful trade union, the Transport and General Workers Union, that “he would have much more influence with President Johnson on Vietnam if we could send in a token force.” Indeed, Wilson surreptitiously provided a little more than just moral support. Britain secretly sold arms to the United States for use in Vietnam, with clandestine deliveries of weapons, including napalm and 500-pound bombs, from Hong Kong. In the House of Commons, Wilson artfully denied that such deliveries were taking place, claiming that “no licences have been granted for the export of arms to Vietnam” and that “we are not supplying arms directly or indirectly for the fighting in Vietnam.”

Wilson also continued the policy started by Macmillan of providing military training for the South Vietnamese in Malaysia and signals intelligence to the United States from Hong Kong regarding intercepts of North Vietnamese radio traffic. Under Wilson, Britain also provided a limited amount of laboratory and technical equipment for Saigon University, a medical pediatric team, police advisers, and teachers and technical experts. In addition, from 1968 to 1971, Britain supplied economic aid to South Vietnam valued at $2.4 million. The SAS apparently provided some training for U.S. Special Forces
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personnel in Borneo as part of the British agency’s ongoing exchange program with the United States.\(^{34}\)

These actions indicate that Wilson’s refusal to commit British troops to the war effort resulted mainly from his practical concern about the strong opposition he would confront within his party. The provision of direct military support would have caused outrage within the Labour Party and the government. Some government ministers would likely have resigned, and the left-wing Labour members of parliament (MPs) might have withdrawn from the Labour Party whip in protest, in effect refusing to cooperate with the government. Because Wilson had a governing majority of only four MPs, the dispatch of British troops would have risked the end of his premiership, something he was not prepared to do. Instead, Wilson confined himself to offering strong public moral support for the U.S. intervention in Vietnam.

Wilson did also famously try to offer Johnson the benefit of his advice. When the United States launched its first heavy bombing attacks on North Vietnam on 7 February 1965, Wilson phoned the president to express his concern about the escalation and to urge caution. The historian Fredrik Logevall notes that “the conversation began poorly and got worse” and “laid bare the growing Anglo-American differences over the war.”\(^{35}\) Wilson later recalled that after he suggested he come to Washington for urgent talks with Johnson about the dangers of escalation, the president had responded harshly: “To my surprise, he let fly in an outburst of Texan temper.” Johnson averred that there was no point “jumping across the Atlantic” every time a critical situation arose, and he complained that the international community was willing to share advice but was unwilling to share responsibility. “I won’t tell you how to run Malaysia,” he said, “and you don’t tell me how to run Vietnam. . . . If you want to help us some in Vietnam send us some men.”\(^{36}\) Wilson was concerned about public opinion in Britain and knew that when he spoke in the House of Commons the next day he would face criticism from his own backbenchers over support for U.S. policy. He felt that if he could say he was going to visit Johnson immediately to discuss the situation, it might placate them. Johnson’s pointed reply was that “it would be a mistake for the Prime Minister to try to use the President as an instrument in the House of Commons” and that Wilson “would have to decide what side he was on.”\(^{37}\)

---

The result was that this telephone call, “far from moderating Johnson’s behaviour, merely harmed his view of British resolve.” In a memorandum to Johnson, National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy spoke of “the very great damage which Wilson did to himself by his outrageous phone call to you.” In subsequent months, however, Johnson’s advisers did their best to convince the president that Wilson was actually giving the United States as much public support over Vietnam as he possibly could. When Secretary of State Rusk urged Johnson to meet with the new British foreign secretary, Michael Stewart, he reminded the president that “the British Government has, despite pressures from the left wing of the Labor [sic] Party, maintained solid support for United States policy in Viet-Nam.”

Wilson’s policy of giving the United States moral support for its war in Vietnam while resisting the pressure to send troops did not fully satisfy either the anti-Vietnam lobby within Britain or President Johnson, but it was, perhaps, the most realistic policy option at the time, given the conflicting domestic and international pressures. According to Shirley Williams, a British cabinet member in the late 1960s, Wilson was “personally put under huge pressure by Lyndon Johnson,” who was “very mean” and “very rude” toward the British leader. Denis Healey argues that Wilson showed a good deal of courage in resisting U.S. pressure to send troops. Ben Pimlott, in his biography of Wilson, says that the prime minister “courageously, persistently and despite the strongest inducements, declined to provide [troops]. Words of support were one thing, British lives another.” Peter Shore, a minister in the second Wilson government, told Pimlott that “it is hard to imagine any other Labour leader resisting very strong American pressure so successfully. Enormous efforts were made by the Foreign Office, the Treasury, the Americans to get Britain wholly to identify with the war and express this with a military presence.” Wilson’s success in resisting this pressure while maintaining the Atlantic alliance as the core of British security policy required great political skill.

Shore’s assertion that Wilson came under pressure from the Foreign Office seems overstated. By all indications, the Foreign Office was decidedly
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unenthusiastic about having British troops thrust into the Vietnam quagmire. Sir Robert Thompson, the head of the British Advisory Mission to South Vietnam, had sent a memorandum to the Foreign Office in August 1964 reporting that the situation in South Vietnam was hopeless, that defeat of the South by the Viet Cong was “inevitable,” and that the Americans should negotiate with the North while they still could. These recommendations coincided with opinion in the Foreign Office, where many officials by the summer of 1964 were deeply pessimistic about the possibility of military success in Vietnam and were convinced that the United States should negotiate rather than send combat troops. No one in the Foreign Office supported the dispatch of Britain troops, and instead the main question was how to avoid damaging Anglo-America relations and how best to manage public opinion in the UK. Foreign Office officials were increasingly concerned about British public and elite opinion on Vietnam and warned that opposition to the government’s policy “is by no means confined to Communists, fellow-travellers and professional anti-Americans.” In September 1965 the Foreign Office commissioned a poll of 310 “opinion-moulders” (politicians, communicators, businessmen, trade union officials, academics, civil servants, and military writers), and the results were compiled in a report titled *Vietnam: British Elite Opinion*. Sixty percent of the respondents felt that the Vietnam War was the main threat to world peace. When asked what British policy toward Vietnam should be, 33 percent urged the promotion of negotiations, 23 percent advocated full support for the United States, 21 percent wanted qualified support for the United States (e.g., supporting the United States but retaining the right to criticize), and 16 percent called for the maintenance of existing policy.

These sentiments help to explain why the U.S. embassy in London frequently warned policymakers in Washington that U.S. policy in Vietnam and the British government’s support of it were coming under strong criticism in both the press and the parliament. According to the embassy, the British reaction to U.S. policy resulted primarily from three factors: first, an underlying fear that the conflict might lead to a Third World War; second, a widespread sense that “it is high time for vigorous expressions [of] criticism [of] U.S. policy in order to influence it”; and third, the “persistence of [a] relatively small
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but well-organized and vociferous group [of] left-wingers and pacifists who [are] adept at exacerbating these fears and frustrations.”

**Labour Protests over Vietnam**

Wilson’s moral support for U.S. policy in Vietnam became a major focus of revolt among backbench MPs after the United States initiated heavy bombing raids against North Vietnam in February 1965. The Tribune Group of left-wing MPs started pressing for a debate on Wilson’s policy in the House of Commons. An editorial in *Tribune*, the weekly paper from which the group took its name, argued that “if [Wilson and his ministers] took the trouble to sound backbench opinion,” they

would not now be in the situation where their own stubborn and feeble refusal to take any kind of initiative over Vietnam has lost them the goodwill and support of so large a section of the Parliamentary party, not to mention the disappointment which is so widespread among socialists outside Westminster.

Numerous MPs wrote to *The Times* of London demanding that Britain “take an immediate initiative to achieve a cease-fire.” On 4 March 1965 sixty backbench MPs, “many of them . . . not among those who usually supported left-wing demarches,” tabled an emergency motion in Parliament. The backbenchers claimed that because British policy toward Vietnam was based on the 1954 Geneva Declaration and because U.S. policy “springs from non-acceptance of that declaration,” the “objectives of the two countries cannot be the same.” They urged the British government to “take an early initiative in order to bring about a cease-fire and a political settlement.” Wilson later said that “the parliamentary situation—on our side—was becoming critical,” and he argued hard to maintain the existing line that “we were co-chairman of the Geneva Conference, we were pressing our co-chairman in Moscow for action leading to a conference.”
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After the February bombing of North Vietnam, resolutions of concern about the government’s position and U.S. actions in Vietnam suddenly started flooding in to Labour Party headquarters. From October 1964, when Labour came into office, until early February 1965, the party’s Overseas Department had received only three resolutions concerning Vietnam. But by 9 March the department had received twelve resolutions from constituency Labour parties expressing concern over Vietnam, condemning U.S. bombing of North Vietnam, and urging the government to bring about peace by reconvening the Geneva Conference. At the Labour Party’s National Executive Committee (NEC) meeting on 28 April 1965, the Overseas Subcommittee reported that it had received another 31 resolutions. In May, 28 more resolutions came in, and in June and July another 40 were received from constituency Labour parties and two from trade unions—an unprecedented number of resolutions for the party headquarters to receive on any single topic. In May, the Parliamentary Labour Party noted that “many Party workers felt the Government should show greater independence from the United States in its foreign policy.” Accordingly, on 27 September 1965, just in time for the annual conference, the NEC released a statement on the government’s foreign policy saying that “we endorse the successive attempts by the Government to secure a just and peaceful solution” to the Vietnam conflict and listing the government’s recent attempts to promote a diplomatic solution.

On 22 March 1965 the U.S. Defense Department acknowledged the use of napalm and CS gas in Vietnam and indicated that further escalation of the war was possible. This announcement caused a furor in the Parliamentary Labour Party, especially because Foreign Secretary Michael Stewart was visiting Washington at the time. Six senior backbenchers, including Philip Noel-Baker, the chair of the Labour Foreign Affairs Group, sent a telegram to Stewart demanding that he convey the “horror and indignation” felt in Britain at
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this disclosure.62 The telegram called on Wilson to dissociate Britain from the U.S. position and said that the party could not understand the government’s apparent determination to support actions that were “in conflict with accepted morality.” The signers warned that a failure to decry the war effort would be detrimental “to the Party’s future and to the Government now.”63 Wilson himself was deeply concerned that the use of gas and napalm “ha[d] greatly aggravated the concern felt . . . in Parliament and indeed more widely” and had made it harder for him to counter accusations that the British government was serving as “the tail-end Charlie in an American bomber.”64

In meetings with Secretary of State Rusk on 23 March, Stewart “emphasised the extremely strong feelings that had been aroused by the use of gas and napalm bombs which inflicted undue suffering and were of limited military value.” Rusk responded that Britain itself had used such weapons before and that “this Viet-Namese war was not a Sunday-school party. It was a rough business.”65 In a speech to the National Press Club that day in Washington, DC, Stewart said that “in the choice of measures everyone responsible should consider not only what is militarily appropriate for the job in hand but the effect on people around the world.” Alluding to the American Declaration of Independence, he expressed hope that the United States would display a “decent respect for the opinions of mankind.” Wilson wrote that Stewart’s “uncompromising approach won the approval of Labour MPs.”66 In the House of Commons on 23 March, Wilson managed to avoid directly criticizing U.S. policy by noting that Stewart had met with Rusk and promising that Britain would “take the initiative” to bring about peace negotiations in Vietnam.67 William Warbey, the left-wing MP for Ashfield, was unconvinced and gave up his post as Labour whip in September 1965 to protest the government’s Vietnam policy. He subsequently wrote a scathing book about Wilson’s support for the United States.68

The extent to which Wilson was affected at any given time by the back-bench revolt and by the information from party headquarters about constituency Labour organizations is difficult to assess, but the intensification of com-
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plaints clearly posed problems for Wilson’s slim majority. He could not afford to lose support from any backbench MPs, particularly because three by-elections, which threatened to reduce his majority even further, were coming up in January 1966. The Leyton and Nuneaton by-elections were held on 21 January. Rather embarrassingly, Labour lost in Leyton, where the candidate, Patrick Gordon Walker, had been Wilson’s foreign secretary from October 1964 to January 1965 and had been attempting to reenter Parliament after losing his seat in Smethwick in the 1964 general election. The swing against Labour at Leyton was 8.7 percent. Labour held Nuneaton, where Minister of Technology Frank Cousins was standing, but with a much reduced majority.69 During the run-up to the Hull North by-election on 27 January 1966, the media predicted that Labour would lose. The seat was marginal for Labour, which had gained it from the Conservatives in 1964, and a swing of only 1 percent was needed to return it to the Tories.70 Richard Gott, a hard-left journalist for the newspaper The Guardian, stood as an independent on an anti-Vietnam war platform and gained a great deal of press interest. He publicly stated that he hoped that his intervention would drain enough votes from Labour to cause it to lose the seat, helping to bring down the Wilson government. However, Labour held the seat with a swing of 4.5 percent in its favor, and the big loser was Gott, who received only 253 votes and had to forfeit his deposit. He later recalled: “Everyone was against the war in Vietnam, but many questioned whether it was tactically correct to try to bring down the Labour government, barely 18 months in office. Many were worried by the situation in Rhodesia, which had just declared its illegal independence, and feared the return of the Tories.”71

The slenderness of Labour’s majority might also have dampened criticism from the Parliamentary Labour Party, which, while expressing dismay at the events in Vietnam, would not have wanted to bring about the downfall of the first Labour government in thirteen years. Labour had suffered from intra-party splits over foreign affairs and defense policy throughout the 1950s, and many in the party had hoped that the election of Wilson as party leader would end the battles that had bedeviled his predecessor, Hugh Gaitskell. The small majority also provided Wilson with an excuse for not undertaking radical initiatives in foreign affairs.

The situation changed, however, after the general election of 31 March 1966, which saw Labour returned to power with a much larger majority. The
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party ended up with 363 seats, the Conservatives 253, and Liberals 12.\textsuperscript{72} The victory evidently spurred Wilson to try to regain discipline over his increasingly fractious MPs. On 15 June 1966, he delivered a lengthy speech to a meeting of the Parliamentary Labour Party (PLP) declaring that in the next parliament he wanted “to see a much more fruitful two-way co-operation between the Government and the Parliamentary Labour Party.” He urged the PLP to work with the government and called for an end to continual leaks, which had become such a problem that Wilson had asked the foreign secretary to stop attending meetings of the PLP’s Foreign Affairs Group. The motions being put before the PLP criticizing the government’s foreign policy, Wilson argued, were doing nothing but damage. He stressed that the government had no intention of sending troops to Vietnam and was doing all it could to bring about peace there. He claimed that to avoid disrupting sensitive diplomatic talks, the government could not reveal the full scope of its attempts to achieve a peace settlement: “I must ask you to realise that we shall get peace only by efforts, most of them secret, and, because of the special key role of Hanoi in this, some of them complicated, intricate, even possibly devious.”\textsuperscript{73}

Labour’s gains in the elections caused a surge in party members’ expectations of the new Wilson government, but Britain’s lack of power to influence events in Vietnam became even more apparent. In July 1966 Johnson again asked Wilson to send troops, even if only a token force: “A platoon of bagpipers would be sufficient; it was the British flag that was wanted.” Wilson says he “replied courteously but firmly—there could be no British troops.”\textsuperscript{74} By this time, anger in Britain at U.S. action had intensified.

The further escalation of hostilities in May 1966 with the bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong in North Vietnam had caused outrage among Labour MPs. In response to earlier complaints from the PLP, Wilson had repeatedly told the Commons that “we could not support any extension of the bombing against North Vietnam by stages to Hanoi and Haiphong.”\textsuperscript{75} He thus had little choice but to condemn the United States for undertaking the very actions he had said he would not support. Indeed, when Wilson first learned from David Bruce, the U.S. ambassador in London, that the United States was
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going to bomb the North Vietnamese cities, he had sent a telegram to Johnson explaining the difficult position this would put him in. Wilson explained that he would have to make a statement in the House of Commons disassociating Britain from this action, and he urged Johnson “to reconsider whether this action, whatever its results in terms of immediate military advantage, is worth the candle.” Johnson’s response was to send a military officer over to brief Wilson about the two oil targets near Hanoi and Haiphong. Ambassador Bruce reported back to Washington: “My estimate is that Prime Minister will weather storm in Commons by reiterating doubtful distinction between disassociation Haiphong Hanoi action, and support for basic U.S. policy Viet-nam.” Bruce noted that distinguishing between the specific targeting of North Vietnam and U.S. policy in general “has for long been [Wilson’s] stock in trade for fending off left wing attacks.” On 29 June, in a carefully worded statement, Wilson duly told the House of Commons that the government “noted with regret” the bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong and dissociated itself from that action. But he also stressed “that the United States are right to continue to assist the . . . South Vietnamese,” that “the North Vietnamese refusal alone” was preventing peace negotiations, and that “we deplore Hanoi’s constant rejection of the path of peace.”

Although leftists in the party welcomed Wilson’s limited criticism of the extension of the bombing to North Vietnam, they were disappointed that he did not go further and condemn the war outright. At the PLP meeting on 6 July 1966, Sidney Silverman proposed a motion urging the government to dissociate itself completely from U.S. policy in Vietnam, but the motion was defeated in favor of one supporting Wilson’s House of Commons statement. In June 1966, Labour Party headquarters again reported “a marked increase in the number of resolutions critical of Government and Party policy on Viet-nam.” These resolutions adopted by constituency Labour parties focused on British support for U.S. bombing operations and on the “continued intensification of the war [which] makes the U.S. statement that it is prepared to negotiate seem insincere.” The resolutions also condemned the South Viet-
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namese government for being “totally undemocratic and unrepresentative” and insisted that a request for U.S. aid from such a government “is irrelevant.”

Many resolutions were forwarded to the Labour Party to be proposed at the annual conference, and some Labour members resigned from the party in protest at the government’s policy on Vietnam.

From 1965 on, the war in Vietnam was the central rallying point for left-wing activists at Labour’s annual conferences, earning some support from across the party. At the 1965 annual conference, two resolutions condemning U.S. intervention in Vietnam were defeated, but the debate over them was lengthy and heated. At the 1966 annual conference, a resolution from the Fire Brigades Union was passed calling on the government “to bring all pressures on the United States of America to end the war in Vietnam.” The resolution advocated a peace settlement based on the 1954 Geneva Agreement and called “for the cessation of the bombing by the United States of North Vietnam.” This wording went slightly further than the NEC’s position in demanding an unconditional cessation of the bombing of the North. Many of the delegates construed the statement as a rejection of the NEC’s position, and thus a rejection of the government’s stance. But this was partly a matter of semantics and punctuation, including discussion of the placing of a semi-colon in the NEC statement, which called for “the cessation of bombing operations against North Vietnam; the cessation of the movement of North Vietnamese military forces or material to South Vietnam.”

At the 1967 annual conference a resolution was narrowly adopted calling on the government to “dissociate itself completely” from U.S. policy in Vietnam, to persuade the United States to end its bombing of North Vietnam “immediately, permanently and unconditionally,” and to strive for a peace settlement based on the 1954 Geneva Agreement. The sponsor of the resolution, from the Cambridge constituency, declared that Britain must stop supporting Johnson in “his ill-begotten, misdirected and wholly criminal policy” and that the government’s policy had forced party members to defend British policy while out campaigning: “I find myself, in answer to questions about Vietnam,
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having to hold my tongue, cross my fingers and drag my feet, and I am wonder-
ing personally how long I can remain in this uncomfortable posture and at
the same time have a hand still willing to hold a Labour Party card.”86 He
added that “our support for the American policy hampers our efforts to find
peace. It is quite intolerable and it is anomalous. We press for peace, yet we
send our soldiers and police to train the South Vietnamese.”87 Foreign Secre-
tary George Brown urged the conference not to support the resolution, but it
passed by 2,752,000 votes to 2,633,000—a clear rejection of government
policy by the party’s membership.88

**Concern about Damage to the Labour Party**

Nothing inherently prevented the Labour Party and the Labour government
from having different policies on the same issue. The annual party conference
rejected Wilson’s foreign and defense policies on several occasions from 1966
to 1968.89 Wilson publicly treated the situation as an inconvenience rather
than an intractable problem for the party, telling the 1968 conference that
“every resolution carried against the platform [i.e., the NEC] this week—and
you have not been unproductive in this regard—we accept as a warning to the
Government. A warning, not an instruction.” Wilson noted that the govern-
ment was responsible to Parliament, not to the conference, and that this had
been the case since the first Labour government.90 He warned his own MPs in
June 1966 that the party included some “who do not see the Labour Party as a
Party of power, who see it more as a Party of protest who are much happier in
Opposition, who find it hard to face up to what power means, and what is in-
volved in using that power to realise our international ideals.” He emphasized
that his government would do all it could to dislodge this attitude.91

Actually, though, the situation was more problematic than Wilson let on.
Unlike the Conservative Party, the Labour Party had developed outside the
existing parliamentary elite. Organizationally and traditionally, the party had
encouraged participation by Labour activists. In particular, this was mani-
fested through the power of the annual conference to make policy—what has
been termed conference sovereignty. Labour’s constitution stated that one of
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the objectives of the party was “to give effect as far as may be practicable to the principles from time to time approved by the Party Conference.” 92 Many assumed that conference decisions were binding on a Labour government. Never before 1966 had the annual conference rejected a Labour government’s policies. According to Tom McNally, the party’s International Secretary during this period, Wilson and the party leadership went to great lengths to avoid being defeated at the party’s annual conference. 93 Nonetheless, the definitive statement on the relationship between the PLP and the party as a whole, put forward by Keir Hardie in 1907, suggested that the party conference could not bind the PLP and that Wilson therefore had a good deal of leeway:

Resolutions instructing the Parliamentary Party as to their action in the House of Commons be taken as the opinions of the conference, on the understanding that the time and method of giving effect to these instructions be left to the party in the House, in conjunction with the National Executive.94

As Wilson saw it, he could weather the conference’s rejection of government policy without undermining the party.

Wilson’s view of the matter was not universally shared, however. Left-wing party activists and rank-and-file members emphasized the principle of conference sovereignty and erroneously thought that Wilson’s left-wing past would mean that he would regard conference decisions as binding on a Labour government.95 The previous Labour prime minister, Clement Attlee, had treated conference decisions as equivalent to a vote of confidence and had gone to great lengths to prevent government policy from being rejected by the conference.96 Party activists were dismayed when Wilson decided to ignore the annual conference. The sense of betrayal felt by party leftists was not only over Vietnam but also over the relationship between the Labour Party and the Labour government. They claimed that Wilson was ignoring the wishes of the party. The left’s concern about this matter persisted and led in 1970, after Labour’s defeat in the general election, to the adoption of a resolution at the annual conference affirming that the PLP should reflect the views of the Labour movement and declaring that conference “deplores the Parliamentary Labour Party’s refusal to act on Conference decisions.”97
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Although Wilson was determined to press ahead, he and other senior officials were concerned about the damage the party might suffer over the issue of Vietnam. Wilson’s chief whip, Edward Short, repeatedly says in his memoir that Vietnam “caused me more trouble and embarrassment” in the PLP than did any other issue.\(^8\) Dissent over Vietnam and over Labour’s defense review prompted the PLP’s Liaison Committee in November 1966 to propose two motions concerning party organization—one condemning personal attacks made by PLP members against other PLP members, and the other reminding the PLP that membership in organized groups not officially recognized by the PLP was incompatible with PLP membership. This latter motion was aimed at curbing attempts by groups of left-wing dissidents to organize against the PLP. Supporters of the motion argued that “a civil war in the Party must be avoided. The situation today is more dangerous than in 1945–51.” They called for a “higher degree of discipline” within the PLP. The motions were passed by 136 to 18 and 120 to 49.\(^9\)

A review carried out by Tom McNally in 1970 said that Vietnam had been “the issue which caused most disillusionment within the Party” and that “leaving foreign policy to the foreign policy pundits” was dangerous, “especially since the Labour Party has always had among its rank a higher percentage of people deeply concerned about foreign policy issues than can be found among the electorate as a whole.” McNally concluded:

> The lesson to be learnt from this is that a wrong foreign policy decision may lose us only a minute percentage of votes; but it can lose us a much higher percentage of party activists. Foreign policy has, for this reason, a much greater importance for the Labour Party than crude statistics of voting motivations would suggest. For many thousands of our activists their socialism only has meaning if a socialist domestic policy is also reflected in our foreign policy.\(^10\)

One practical result of the splits over the Vietnam War was a proliferation of single-issue pressure groups, which saw themselves as part of the “New Left” opposed to the Labour Party because of Wilson’s stance on Vietnam. Although there is no evidence of a direct link with attitudes over Vietnam, individual membership in the Labour Party dropped from 830,000 to 680,000 in 1970, and then rose again slightly to 700,000 in 1971.\(^11\) As disillusionment with the Labour government increased, left-leaning students and intellectuals evidently sought avenues of protest outside the party system.
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April 1965 on, the monthly newsletter of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND), *Sanity*, regularly featured articles about Vietnam on the front page that criticized Wilson as a hypocrite because of his support of the United States. CND also published pamphlets on the topic.102 The International Confederation for Disarmament and Peace (ICDP), which was an international version of CND consisting of some 50 peace organizations, was formally established in 1964. The ICDP in turn set up a Vietnam emergency liaison committee in London, which published *Vietnam International* and helped to organize the Stockholm World Conference on Vietnam. The Stockholm World Conference was first held in July 1967 with representatives of peace organizations from all over the world to lobby for peace in Vietnam and to increase pressure on their own governments to condemn U.S. policy.103 The British Communist Party set up the British Council for Peace in Vietnam, and the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation and the War Crimes Tribunal joined with the Trotskyite International Marxist Group in June 1966 to set up the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign.

The Vietnam Solidarity Campaign circulated appeals in the Labour Party and trade union movement asking for money to provide medical aid in Vietnam. The campaigners made “dozens of contacts with sections of the Labour movement” that proved to be “extremely useful.”104 Some Labour Party activists got involved with the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign, which also published pamphlets on the war. One particularly vitriolic pamphlet, by the Trotskyist Ken Coates, claimed that thousands of innocent Vietnamese civilians had been “slaughtered,” “tortured,” “disembowelled, castrated, raped and eviscerated.” According to Coates, anyone who might question these assertions was “steeped in the vulgar, philistine bigotry of a Michael Stewart, or morally null, a dollar-neuter like the capricious, ego-centred moral eunuch upon whom he fawns.” Coates excoriated Labour’s policy, which he attributed to the foreign secretary’s “stupidity” and the prime minister’s “duplicity”: “Lies are meat and drink to [Wilson].”105
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The Vietnam Solidarity Campaign also attracted considerable support among university students and sponsored mass demonstrations in London on 17 March and 27 October 1968, with marchers converging on the U.S. embassy in Grosvenor Square. Although the demonstrations included people of all age groups, students were by far the most numerous. Sylvia Ellis argues that “Vietnam played a crucial part in politicising British youth,” though she acknowledges that “Vietnam was mainly of humanitarian and symbolic importance.”

Kenneth Morgan notes that Vietnam brought “a kind of passionate political violence to the London streets unknown since the anti-fascist battle of Cable Street in 1936.” Tariq Ali, a firebrand activist and founding member of the Vietnam Solidarity Campaign, later claimed that “Revolutionary socialism was reborn in 1968.” Many observers regarded further student violence as a possibility. In the run-up to the October 1968 demonstration, articles appeared in the London Evening News and The Times outlining supposed plots to use home-made bombs and foment violent unrest at the coming demonstration. These stories apparently were planted by Special Branch.

James Callaghan, who was Home Secretary at the time, said that he came under great pressure in Parliament to ban the march and that “an agitated atmosphere [had been] built up based on very little reliable information, with newspaper reports making the ordinary citizen’s blood curdle about the horrors to expect.” Estimates of the number of demonstrators in March ranged from 10,000 to 25,000 and possibly as many as 100,000 at the October event.

The far left was joined by more moderate elements of the Labour Party in criticizing the government’s stance. As early as 1965 the Fabian Society said that “Mr Wilson’s Vietnam policy is not wrong because it is unpopular, it is wrong because it is wrong.” The Fabians warned that the escalation of the Vietnam War was threatening to undermine the Western alliance itself: “The bleak anger of the French at American policy, and the sheer contempt in which [the Americans] hold the British for their pusillanimous attitude, sug-
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gest the days of Atlantic co-operation are numbered.”¹¹² Some Labour Party
MPs also got involved in campaigning about Vietnam. Hugh Jenkins set up
the Vietnam Fund in his Putney constituency to raise money to help victims
of the war. As part of the effort, Jenkins sent 100 pounds to the South Viet-
namese embassy in London for the “aid of people in the village recently
bombed by accident by the Americans.”¹¹³

Wilson did not yield to the demands for condemnation of U.S. military
action in Vietnam, but he did seek to reassure public opinion and to ward off
pressure from within the Labour Party by engaging in peace diplomacy. Wil-
son realized that if he could act as a go-between for the United States and the
Soviet Union in brokering a ceasefire, it would be an important breakthrough.
The North Vietnamese were refusing to have face-to-face talks with the U.S.
administration, and many observers in both Washington and London as-
sumed that the Soviet Union had a great deal of influence in Hanoi and could
act as an intermediary. Wilson believed that he had a special relationship
not only with the United States but also with the Soviet Union, which he had
visited several times over the past two decades, most recently in May 1963
and April 1964 when he had discussed East/West tensions with Nikita
Khrushchev.

**Wilson’s Peace Initiatives**

In April 1965, Wilson sent former foreign secretary Patrick Gordon Walker
on a fact-finding tour of Southeast Asia to explore North Vietnamese and
Chinese Communist views on a settlement, but Hanoi and Beijing refused to
give Walker permission to visit, leaving him with nothing to report.¹¹⁴ Wil-
son’s next initiative came in June 1965 at the Commonwealth meeting of
prime ministers. He suddenly proposed that the Commonwealth send a dele-
gation of three or four prime ministers, headed by himself, to visit Moscow,
Washington, Beijing, Saigon, and Hanoi to explore the possibility of a peace
conference. Wilson had not consulted his cabinet about the proposed trip and
had “informed” rather than “consulted” Washington about it. He also had not
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previously discussed it with any of the other countries involved. According to Richard Crossman, the proposal was mostly a “stunt” designed to mollify the left of the Labour Party and create a more positive atmosphere at the Commonwealth Conference. The Labour Party was quick to put out a press release describing the Commonwealth mission as “an inspiring attempt to seek peace in Vietnam” and emphasizing that it was “to be led by our own Premier, Harold Wilson.” The press release noted that “the Prime Minister’s recent effort is only the latest of a series of positive proposals that the Labour Government has made to halt this dangerous war.” At a speech in Glasgow, Wilson emphasized the gravity of the situation in Vietnam and the “sheer tragedy and horror of all that is going on there.” He averred that he, like everyone else, had “seen those terrible pictures of dead or orphaned children, of innocent civilians mangled through a war they did not seek and do not want. We have all seen the picture of that little Vietnamese girl wounded, limping, crying.” He said that because the UN could not take the initiative on Vietnam, the Commonwealth must act as a force for peace: “Someone has to do something about it.”

This initiative, however, proved stillborn. The North Vietnamese and other Communist governments refused to see the proposed Commonwealth mission, disparaging the whole enterprise as a “swindle.” Hence, the trip was called off. The cancellation came as a relief to the U.S. State Department, which had been concerned that the delegation would cause trouble by publicly urging the United States to pause or even cease bombing, “while Communist powers, under [a] double standard, would probably escape with light criticism.” In July 1965 the British government secretly prepared another trip, that of Harold Davies, a left-wing MP who had previously visited Hanoi and met with Ho Chi Minh. The hope was that Davies would receive a visa to go to North Vietnam and would be able to get access to Ho Chi Minh, on the condition that the trip and subsequent negotiations were kept secret. According to Wilson, this peace mission was sabotaged by a disastrous leak to the
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press in London. Although Davies was granted a visa, he was greeted on arrival in Hanoi with bitter complaints about the leak and was punished by being given seventeen hours of meetings with lower party officials and no meeting with Ho Chi Minh. This failure, too, was welcomed by the U.S. administration, which had been concerned that “Davies is traveling alone, does not have diplomatic experience, does not speak French, is [a] talkative left-wing sympathizer, and is not noted for his judgement.” Some British officials shared these reservations and believed that Davies was a “person who could easily be used by communists” and that Wilson should never have agreed to the trip. Crossman referred to the Davies peace mission as “only a gimmick.” According to Barbara Castle, Wilson had been afraid that the leak might wreck the mission, but he was “well satisfied with the gesture.” Later that month, a Foreign Office official, J. E. Cable, concluded that the peace missions had “failed to produce any significant progress towards negotiations in Viet-Nam.” The problem was that the combatants did not accept the British government’s view that a compromise settlement would be preferable to the risks of escalation. The warring parties still felt that they had something to gain through military action. Cable warned that “further British initiatives will probably do more harm than good, by reinforcing the Communist conviction that the Americans are on the run.”

The British government did make further initiatives, however. When Foreign Secretary George Brown visited the Soviet Union in November 1966, he offered his services as an intermediary, apparently hoping to persuade Moscow to encourage Hanoi to negotiate. The State Department had been apprised of the mission, but in Washington “the universal feeling [was] that Brown has limitations as an intermediary. He could easily plant us into a corner or be misunderstood with serious consequences.” U.S. officials therefore decided not to “give Brown any really new elements to work with (even if we knew what they were).” Brown had visited Washington the previous month, and some State Department officials worried that President Johnson might have “inadvertently” given Brown the impression that the United States had a
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concrete peace proposal to convey to Moscow. 128 In the end, Brown’s talks with Soviet officials failed to generate any progress toward peace negotiations.

Subsequently, Wilson himself became enmeshed in the diplomatic quest for a negotiated settlement in Vietnam. He hoped to succeed where everybody else, including his political rival George Brown, had failed, but he ended up finding it an immensely frustrating, and even somewhat humiliating, experience (though he presented it as a personal triumph to his colleagues and the party). The attempt came during a visit by Soviet Prime Minister Aleksei Kosygin to Britain in February 1967, a visit that coincided with the traditional Têt ceasefire to mark the Vietnamese New Year. Wilson suggested that he and the Soviet prime minister might be able to act as intermediaries between the Americans and the North Vietnamese. During the discussions, Wilson kept in contact with the Americans and was aided by Chet Cooper, who had been sent over by President Johnson to represent the U.S. administration. 129 The proposal, which took the form of a Phase A/Phase B formula, was that the United States would cease bombing North Vietnam if the North Vietnamese would give a secret assurance that they would not take advantage of the cessation by moving troops into South Vietnam. 130 Wilson also proposed his own initiative of reconvening the Geneva Conference, even though the North Vietnamese had previously rejected this scheme and Washington was “unenthusiastic” about it. 131 Kosygin agreed to take the Phase A/Phase B proposal in writing back to Moscow to be passed on to Hanoi.

After Wilson and Kosygin reached agreement, the text was sent back to Washington for confirmation. A reply quickly came back that the document would have to be changed: Johnson had just written directly to Ho Chi Minh to say that if North Vietnam agreed to “an assured stoppage of infiltration into South Vietnam, then the United States would cease bombing and stop increasing U.S. troop strength.” 132 This was, in effect, a reversal of the Phase A/Phase B plan and was an indication that the U.S. position on mutual de-escalation had “hardened significantly” sometime in early Febru-
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ary. Wilson was thus in the position of having to explain the change to Kosygin, who had already left to catch the train to Scotland. Wilson had not been informed in advance about Johnson’s direct approach to Ho Chi Minh (which meant that the British-Soviet negotiations were redundant anyway) or about the shift in the U.S. position, and he naturally was furious. He sent a telegram to Johnson expressing his frustration: “You will realise what a hell of a situation I am in for the last day of talks with Kosygin.” U.S. officials, for their part, “were outraged that Wilson had jumped the gun without their authorization.” Johnson said in his memoirs that the British had made a mistake in giving Kosygin a written proposal without approval from Washington, though he conceded that “the result was a diplomatic mix-up for which we [in Washington] shared a certain amount of responsibility.”

Wilson believed, both then and afterward, that “a historic opportunity had been missed.” This seems doubtful, however. For one thing, all evidence suggests that North Vietnam at this point had no interest in negotiations and was committed to fighting on to victory. Similarly, most accounts conclude that the U.S. administration had little interest in Wilson’s peace initiatives and no actual need for Britain to act as an intermediary. According to Chet Cooper, the sense in Washington was that the British government was pushing so hard to undertake the role of mediator in order to bolster Wilson’s own prestige. According to Cooper, U.S. officials had no desire to see Wilson gain the credit for bringing Hanoi to the negotiating table. Wilson’s peace diplomacy had no real chance of success in terms of actually bringing about a cessation of hostilities. Wilson’s authorized biographer concludes that “it can fairly be said that Wilson devoted a disproportionate part of his time and energies to a problem like Vietnam, in which the British interest was no more than peripheral.” Peter Jones argues that the long-term effect of Wilson’s failed peace mission was “to reduce very significantly Britain’s credibility as a go-between in superpower negotiations.”

eminent historian George Herring, who maintains that Wilson’s attempt at peace diplomacy resulted in “Anglo-American recriminations comparable to Suez and Kennedy’s cancellation of the Skybolt missile project in 1962.”\(^{142}\) The only dissenting view on the matter comes from Robert McNamara, who claimed in 1999 that the Wilson-Kosygin talks were “very, very close to a breakthrough” until the Johnson administration suddenly changed its policy and reversed the Phase A/Phase B formula.\(^{143}\)

Whatever the chances of success may have been, Wilson’s peace diplomacy was immensely useful for his dealings with the Labour Party. As John Young points out, Wilson’s initial peace overtures came in 1965 at a time when he was facing rising complaints from within the PLP that endangered his slim parliamentary majority.\(^{144}\) If Wilson had managed to broker a peace deal, it would have further legitimized his stance on Vietnam and pleased his party. Such a success also would have raised his profile as a world statesman who could succeed where so many others had failed. The U.S. ambassador at the time, David Bruce, had pointed this out: “The Prime Minister would dearly love a British role in the Viet Nam peace negotiations to bolster Britain’s sagging international prestige but, even more, to earn him badly needed political credit at home.”\(^{145}\) Even though Wilson failed in his efforts, his willingness to undertake peace missions and to reconvene the Geneva conference could be cited as evidence of his determination to heed the wishes of party activists and use his influence to bring an end to the conflict in Vietnam. In later years, Tom McNally concluded that Wilson’s “Government was able to carry successive [Labour] conferences by pointing to some recent initiative or new peace plan.”\(^{146}\) Official replies to complaints and concerns from party members, constituency parties, and trade unions had highlighted Wilson’s peace initiatives, describing them as “second to none.”\(^{147}\) In all these respects, Wilson’s peace diplomacy was a success in terms of party management.

On balance, Wilson’s approach to the Vietnam War can be deemed relatively successful in view of the contradictory domestic and international pressures he was facing. He resisted U.S. demands for British troops but preserved

---
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close Anglo-American relations that were crucial to Britain. Wilson’s dual policy of dissociating Britain from the U.S. bombing of North Vietnam while upholding Britain’s support for the overall U.S. action in Vietnam repeatedly won support in the House of Commons. Similarly, his peace diplomacy was just enough to placate a party that contained activists who to a large extent viewed Vietnam as a war of liberation rather than a Cold War struggle.

Thus, although many on the left in Britain lambasted Wilson’s stance on the war, his finely balanced approach demonstrated considerable political acumen and diplomatic skill. To be sure, Wilson’s approach contributed to what Logevall has called the “permissive context” of the Johnson administration’s military escalation in 1965 and gave some semblance of international legitimacy to U.S. military action, but it is doubtful that a more critical stance would have been enough to push the Johnson administration to abandon the war.148
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